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Abstract—With

the rapid

In recent years, with the continuous development of

development of computer

technology and information technology, more and more

science

enterprises start to use computer application technology and

technology has been greatly improved compared with the

conduct information construction to improve their own

past and its role in enterprise development has become

competitiveness, which is the requirement of modern social

increasingly important. Currently, computer application

market economy. The construction of computer application

technology and information technology has become an

technology and information can effectively improve the

important measure criterion of corporate strength,

social and economic benefits of enterprises. This paper

therefore, enterprises should strengthen the construction of

introduces the general situation of computer application

information

technology, and discusses the development the effect of

technology. This paper analyzes the practical significance,

computer application technology and the development

problems and corresponding measures of computer

status respectively, as well as the future development trend

application technology and information technology,.

of computer application technology. Thus, the development

and

technology

technology

and

and

progress,

computer

computer

application

II. PRACTICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF THE CONSTRUCTION

of China's computer application technology is discussed in

OF ENTERPRISE COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY AND

detail.
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With

information technology

continuing

development

of

science

technology and information technology can improve the

technology, which

plays

competitiveness of enterprises, promoting enterprise’s

an

development. Thus, enterprise computer application
technology and information technology has very important

Computer applications make our daily life more

practical significance.

convenient, enhancing computer security awareness that is

Firstly,

important for computer applications. Therefore, it is
computer application technology and security maintenance.

computer

of computer application

and

enterprises

can

communicate and

transmit

competitors, business partners, government and markets.

application

With the extensive application of information technology,

technology firstly and then discusses the effect and
state-of-the-art

technology

information with the outside environment, such as the

important guarantee to promote social progress. The paper
of

application

with the outside. The communication with the outside
means

The development of computer application technology is an
overview

computer

information technology can enhance the communication

especially important to enhance mutual cooperation of

the

development,

win in the future. Enterprise computer application

and

important role in social production and daily life.

introduces

socio-economic

Competitiveness can determine whether an enterprise can

technology in China promotes the better development of
computer application

rapid

enterprises face more and more intense competition.

I. INTRODUCTION
The

the

people have entered the information society, to country,

technology

business and people, information is a kind of wealth, no

respectively. The future development trend of computer

matter which country, which companies, or which person

application technology is discussed deeply at last.

have received a first-hand information, they will grasp the
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initiative and the commanding heights of wealth, which is

III. OVERVIEW OF ENTERPRISE COMPUTER

very important for countries, companies and individuals.

APPLICATION TECHNOLOGY AND INFORMATION

Particularly in business, as long as the enterprise obtains

TECHNOLOGY

information, it will occupy the development opportunities.

Enterprise computer application technology and

Therefore, in order to develop, an enterprise should

information technology refers to the process using the

recognize the importance of computer application

computer technology and network technology and other

technology and information technology. The use of

modern technologies to perform in-depth information

computer technology can enhance information exchange

resource development and widespread use, to improve the

and communication with the outside world, to obtain the

level and efficiency of production, management, operation

latest industry trends and information.

and

Secondly, computer application
information

technology

can

also

decision-making,

thereby

enhancing

the

technology

and

competitiveness and economic efficiency of an enterprise.

strengthen

the

This is because with the application of information

transmission of information and communication within the

technology

enterprise. A fast-growing enterprise must need a lot of

companies are able to get a lot of information to process,

information, and will have a lot of information activities

taking use of these technologies and information for

every day. If the internal information exchange is not

enterprise production management and products research

smooth or timely, the implementation of the internal

to make the management more reasonable and scientific

decision-making and delivery of instructions will be

and the production process can effectively save production

hindered from the microscopic view, which will not only

costs, thereby improving the company's cash flow,

affect the daily operations of enterprises, but also reduce

material flow, personnel flow and information flow, which

the efficiency of enterprises. And if an enterprise has

generates impact for the traditional management model.

advanced computer application technology and sufficient

At the same time of accelerating modern business model,

information technology construction, it will strengthen the

the management philosophy is promoted and competitive

internal communications, improving the efficiency of

strategy is innovated, strengthening the comprehensive

enterprises

competitiveness

and

promoting

the

comprehensive

development of enterprises.

and

computer

of

enterprises.

architecture is shown in Fig .1.
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application

technology,

System

analysis

during the analysis process of personnel

preprocessing stage of big data

data, automatic selection is impossible

current data

after preprocessing, uniform the current data
input and output of big data

to form certain standard data

analysis sandbox

through uniform standard, output the analysis set and
output port of big data
save the rest parameters after input

big

data

exhibition

with

visualization

示 exhibition of big data
compare the professional analysis application of big
data with traditional result set, to determine the
correctness of big data analysis application
evaluation of big data

Figure 1.

Analysis structure of the system

IV. THE EXISTING PROBLEMS OF ENTERPRISE

B.

Lack of professional staff

COMPUTER APPLICATION TECHNOLOGY AND INFORMATION

Many

TECHNOLOGY

information
A.

Not complete

companies

recognize the importance of

technology

and

computer

application

technology for the enterprise, and also put the information
technology

Although most companies have recognized the

construction

and

computer

application

importance of information technology and computer

technology on the key position. However, due to lack of

application technology, there are still a small part of the

professional talents and computer information technology

businesses having wrong understanding for information

personnel, it leads to the stagnation of the development of

technology and computer application technology. These

enterprise

companies have the following misconceptions. Firstly,

application technology, to a certain extent, limit the

some companies do not configure the computer facilities,

development of enterprises.

nor

information

technology,

computer

application

C.

information

construction

and

computer

Lack of investment

technology is considered to be dispensable. So they
Some companies do not pay attention to information

believe that even without the computer application

technology and computer application technology, and did

technology, business still develops well. Secondly, some

not invest money to build. While some companies pay

enterprises have applied computer technologies, but not

attention to information technology and computer

correctly applied, they didn’t find the significance of

application technology, but because their staffs only have

computer application technology and information.

technical expertise without management experience, the
knowledge of software and hardware is not in place.
Software and hardware development are ignored, and the
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enterprises do not invest corresponding development
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of money, but often it’s often ignored by companies
V. CONCLUSION
The rapid development of big data within computer
application technology needs to improve the operator's
ability to adapt to the bandwidth. Computer application
technology

not

only

brings

enormous

business

opportunities and economic interests to network operators,
but also brings unprecedented challenges.
Enterprise information technology and computer
application technology is very important for the enterprise,
therefore, enterprises should take it seriously. But now,
there are companies having problems in the information
technology and computer application technology, such as
awareness of the problem, the problem of talent and
funding issues. In this regard, enterprises should
strengthen the information technology and computer
application technology awareness, strengthen personnel
training,

and

increase

capital investment, thereby

strengthening the construction of information technology
and computer application technology for enterprises.
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